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ABSTRACT 

Recent advances demonstrating quantum supremacy pose potential threats to 

the cryptographic integrity underpinning blockchain technology. As quantum 

computers progress towards realizing cryptographic breaks, blockchain networks 

face risks of compromise. This indicates an urgent need to upgrade cryptographic 

schemes securing blockchain ledgers and smart contracts. Understanding the nature 

and timeline of quantum threats will be critical for blockchain governance and 

protocols to properly prepare defenses. Additionally, the advent of quantum attacks 

requires reassessing legal frameworks and policies governing blockchain 

infrastructure. Regulations must address quantum risks, provide guidance to 

blockchain networks, stimulate research, and enhance consumer protections in a 

post-quantum era. By analyzing technical dimensions around quantum and 

blockchain while exploring policy implications, recommendations emerge for 

blockchain regulation and legislation for the coming quantum computing age. 

Keywords: Quantum computing, Blockchain, Cryptography, Quantum 

supremacy, Post-quantum cryptography, Blockchain regulation 

INTRODUCTION 

The concept of quantum supremacy reflects the potential for quantum devices to 

surpass the capabilities of classical supercomputers at certain tasks [1]. Recent 

empirical demonstrations of quantum supremacy by firms such as Google highlight 

rapid practical progress in quantum information processing [2]. As quantum 

computing matures, one major application includes breaking the public-key 

cryptography underlying most current blockchain implementations [3]. This poses 

serious integrity and security risks to blockchain networks and related legal 

frameworks. Examining technical dimensions around quantum computing alongside 

governance and policy considerations provides insights into upgrading blockchain 

defenses and pertinent regulatory issues. This analysis intends to assess quantum 

threats to blockchain while exploring implications for regulation and computer 

security legislation across the emerging quantum risk landscape. 
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Background 

Blockchain technology utilizes distributed ledger architectures, consensus 

mechanisms, and cryptographic techniques to enable decentralized, transparent 

networks with inherent integrity [4]. Various public-key schemes secure blockchain 

ledgers, assets, and communications, including elliptic curve digital signature 

algorithm (ECDSA) and secure hash algorithm 2 (SHA-2) [5]. However, Grover’s 

and Shor’s quantum algorithms allow quantum computers to conduct brute force 

attacks against elliptic curve cryptography, SHA-2, and other associated schemes [6]. 

As quantum computers scale up sufficiently over the next decade, they could 

compromise blockchain cryptographic integrity. 

Quantum Threat Analysis 

The potential quantum risk landscape includes multiple attack vectors against 

blockchain cryptography as quantum algorithms run on larger qubit machines over 

time. Applicable risk scenarios incorporate hybrid attacks combining quantum and 

classical techniques alongside pure quantum cryptanalysis [7]. This section analyzes 

various technical threats metastasizing in the quantum vector against blockchain 

systems. All major public-key algorithms rely on difficulty of certain mathematical 

problems regarding prime factoring or discrete logarithms [8]. Quantum algorithms 

specially crafted to solve such problems efficiently thus endanger the entire public-

key infrastructure. Once adequately scaled, quantum computers can retroactively 

break previous blockchain transactions protected only by vulnerable cryptography [9]. 

Empirical demonstrations show controllable quantum computers currently 

operating at the 65 qubit level while calculations estimate the timeline for breaking 

popular 256-bit schemes ranges between 2030 to 2040 [10]. However, substantially 

less qubits are necessary to endanger weaker cryptosystems such as stranding assets 

in Bitcoin addresses using fragile 160-bit keys [11]. Combined classical and quantum 

techniques allow adversaries to harvest encrypted data now for retrospective 

decryption later on scaled-up quantum machines. Public keys previously considered 

secure become compromised [12]. Without additional defenses, entire blockchain 

histories face potential unraveling by adversaries capturing transactions secured by 

fragile cryptography. Programmable ledger functionality through smart contracts 

relies on the same public-key infrastructure. Researchers already propose methods 

enabling quantum algorithms to manipulate smart contract execution for malicious 

extensions, deletions, and other exploits [13]. Quantum breaks of signatures, keys, 

and hashes could allow adversaries to reliably commit various types of fraud – 

moving assets not belonging to them, double-spends across forked chains, balance 

falsifications, and other integrity failures [14]. 
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Governance and Upgrade Planning 

As quantified by robust threat analysis, blockchain systems require coordinated 

governance to plan iterative upgrades preventing quantum breaks through an agile 

migration process to post-quantum cryptography. However, this governance 

transition faces issues around coordination complexity, upgrade timing, and 

algorithm analysis. Quantum-resistant upgrades require modifying consensus rules, 

necessitating hard forks clearly disjoint from previous ledgers creating additional 

privacy risks [15]. Strategies based on soft forks maintaining backwards 

compatibility slow adaptation down with only partial node adoption. Hybrid models 

attempt balancing between sufficient quantum protections and maximizing user base 

continuity. Disparate node upgrade participation rates may temporarily dilate 

consensus producing network forks during cryptographic transitions. This risks 

ledger state divergence resulting in reconciliation problems around quantum-forked 

chains [16]. 

Iteratively swapping cryptographic schemes proving vulnerable requires built-in 

modularity and agility within blockchain protocols known as crypto-agility [17]. 

Governance guidelines must assess optimal mechanisms for testing and integrating 

post-quantum algorithms based on external audits and published research. 

Legal and Regulatory Considerations 

Currently sparse governance around blockchain primarily focuses on immediate 

issues like cryptocurrency crime and tokens as asset classes rather than technical 

computing risks [18]. However, the advent of progressed quantum computers 

expands legal issues around blockchain infrastructure. The multinational nature of 

distributed blockchain networks coupled with uncertainties around exact quantum 

risk timelines creates complex jurisdictional questions regarding appropriate policy 

updating, enforcement, and international law harmonization. As blockchain 

cryptography and assets fall prey to quantum attacks, questions emerge around 

attributable fraud liability and consumer protections given the pseudo-anonymous 

nature common to most blockchain ecosystem participants [19]. Quantum threats 

exist on a rapidly shortening timeline lagging behind sufficiently nimble regulatory 

guidance for blockchain networks. This risks government guidelines perpetually 

remaining behind the curve of quantum risks. 

Recommendations 

Technical evaluation of prospective quantum threats alongside policy 

dimensions point towards recommendations in codifying blockchain regulation for 

the quantum age. Suggestions include specifying quantum-specific protections, 

delineating distributed liability, providing legal clarity, and identifying international 
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harmonization pathways. Regulations should define “quantum-resistant 

cryptography” with minimum thresholds against different quantitative attack models 

– pure brute force, hybrid, etc. This allows standardized assessment while stimulating 

ongoing cryptographic research. Require hard forks enacting quantum-resistant 

cryptography once external audits demonstrate vulnerabilities in existing ledger 

schemes surpassing pre-defined risk thresholds. Provide optional guidance and 

liability clarification for temporary soft fork usage enabling hybrid cryptographic 

environments during network upgrades towards required hard forks. Standardize 

mechanisms and procedures for iterative cryptographic transitions based on external 

quantum threat assessments. Foster built-in blockchain ledger agility through 

emphasis on modularity and pluggable designs. Spread liability across protocol 

developers, node operators, hardware manufacturers, and foundations during 

attribution of compromises enabled by quantum attacks depending on demonstrated 

negligence per coded governance standards. 

Enable policy knowledge transfer and best practice sharing around blockchain 

technology regulations across international jurisdictions to pre-empt fragmented or 

contradictory quantum readiness strategies. Incorporate latest cryptosecurity research 

insight into continually updated recommendations around blockchain technology 

policy in a responsively adaptive manner as external quantum assessments shift. 

CONCLUSION 

Emerging quantum computers capable of breaking the public-key cryptographic 

infrastructure supporting blockchain networks pose serious technical threats to 

integrity, stability, and reliability. These risks require updated governance procedures 

and policies guiding legislative treatment of blockchain technology for sufficient 

quantum readiness. By delineating recommendations around hard fork needs, 

distributed liability, crypto-agility principles, and global regulatory coordination 

pathways, governments can undertake efforts safeguarding consumers and 

infrastructure for an impending quantum future. As quantum computers accelerate 

alongside blockchain adoption, policymakers must prioritize addressing the potential 

for catastrophic quantum risk scenarios. 
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